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Trends & ESG Areas of Focus 



Trends & Predictions

Trends

• ESG regulations and frameworks proliferating around 
the world; Pushback (political) in US

• Sustainable investing products (inflows) are growing 
although slower than prior years, concerns and 
accusations of greenwashing growing too

– Europe Growing, US seeing Outflows (Names Rule?)

• Sustainable risk is now part of standard risk analysis

• Sustainable metrics are being intertwined into 
traditional ‘alpha’ drivers like valuations and growth
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Predictions – 3-5 years from now…

• Most if not all publicly traded companies will disclose ESG metrics and 
taxonomy alignments

• “E” metrics and textual disclosures will be standardized globally as 
frameworks consolidate under ISSB (focus on Net Zero), with Social metrics 
in flight as the next wave of standards and taxonomy alignments

• Clearer definitions of sustainable ‘classifications’ for mutual funds, and AM 
will be highly sensitive to Greenwashing accusations

• Sustainable risk models will evolve to incorporate all of the environmental 
metrics, and there will be the beginnings of quantifying Social risks into the 
models 

• Sustainable products may revert back to being a niche as sustainable 
analysis may completely ‘blend’ into traditional value/growth products as 
standard drivers for those styles (from a data perspective)

“While we understand that some in the industry are less willing to discuss ESG given the politicization of the topic, we continue to approach ESG from a risk-
mitigation perspective core to our investment philosophy,” Sosa said. “If grounded in materiality and investment-relevance, we believe the addition of ESG research 
can provide a more holistic view of potential long-term risks and costs, shifting the sightlines of investors a little further out on the horizon beyond short-term 
considerations.”



Engagement 

Tracking

R E S E A R C H

• Portfolio construction via idea generation 

(Screening) and  exclusions

• Security selection

• Portfolio Monitoring

• Internal Research & Scores

ESG Workflows
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C o n t e n t  &  D a t a  M a n a g e m e n t

• Disclosed or ‘as-reported’ ESG data

• 3rd Party ESG content

• Concord of Commercial and Client Content

E S G  R e g u l a t o r y  R e p o r t i n g

• Regulatory ESG Reporting

• Client & Investor ESG Reporting

• Internal ESG Reporting

A n a l y t i c s ,  R i s k  &  P e r f o r m a n c e

• Sustainability Exposures

• Sustainability performance & ESG attribution

• Climate Transition & Physical Risk

I N F O R M AT I O N  T O  I D E A  T O  I N V E S T M E N T  D E C I S I O N  
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Reporting Use Cases – Composite Scoring & ESG Attribution



Custom ESG Score Creation

Build a proprietary blend of the factors and vendors that most closely align to your investment process.
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Pre-Investment Reporting Applications

• Compare different ESG vendor ratings uniquely 
• Assess category level (GHG Emissions) or Pillar 

Level scores (Environment) across vendors
• Use proprietary Composite Score for investment due 

diligence

• Layer Composite Score ranks into Sector & Country 
Reports

• Group Attribution Reports by Composite Score bins

• Optimize composite score (ex: minimize TE to 
Benchmark & improve composite score by 20%)



Scores on 26 Material SASB Categories that Impact Company Value
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Composite Score Trends 

• Using the MSCI World as our universe, we can see the Composite score (Scored 0-100) is improving over the last few years 
driven by the Env Pillar.

• This trend is primarily the result of the larger sector allocations to Tech, Finance, Healthcare, and Consumer Non-Cyclicals 
which have seen improvement driving this change.
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Environmental Category Improvements 

• We can further unpack this by going from the Pillar level to the SASB categories for Env.

• Focusing on Environmental categories we can see improvement in GHG Emissions, Waste & Haz Materials, and Water & 
Wastewater Mgmt impacting the Env Pillar.
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Composite Score Takeaways 

• Composite scores can be a blend of 3rd party vendors and/or include proprietary scoring.

• They can help teams with investment due diligence in screening processes. Rather than take a single vendor approach the 
blend can be more comprehensive. 

• Focusing on an Overall or Pillar scores can be effective to how a portfolio is tilted. This can help corroborate the message 
and execution of the ESG integration.

• Composite scores can be used for risk reduction or alpha generation.  

– Optimize a portfolio by minimizing tracking error and improving the overall score.

• Composite scoring requires deep understanding of the investment process and should take the best of what multiple 
vendors provide.  

• Using Composite scoring might help uncover companies better suited for climate transition. For example, will a higher 
focus on better performing E scores indirectly benefit emissions and intensity?   
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ESG Attribution Considerations
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Challenges/Considerations
• A few approaches but not one distinct 

consensus on a model
• Managers think about integrating ESG 

differently and use different sources
• Composite Score vs single provider a 

step in the right direction?
• Are clients approaching ESG more from 

qualitative assessments vs quantitative?
• What should be explained? Financial 

outperformance due to an ESG Rating or 
Carbon Metric? Or how to break down 
Emissions/Intensity by traditional factors?



Brinson by Overall Composite Score 

• Within attribution we’re now comparing the MSCI World ESG Leaders vs. MSCI World and note the composite score 

buckets weights are weighted more heavily to the better scoring companies.

• For YTD 2023, we don’t have a clear story that top ESG quintile performers are leading from a return perspective much like 

we did in 2021.

• To the right, the Allocation vs. Selection Bubble chart is mixed but the overweight in Quintile 2 really drives allocation and 

slight benefit from selection.
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Brinson by Environmental Score 

• To understand whether the Env Pillar improvements impacted performance we ran an E score Attr.

• The ESG leaders appear aligned to the E component as noted by the almost 38% weight in quintile 1.  Simultaneously this 
bucket’s contribution accounts for over 50% of performance for the year. 

• Quintiles 1 & 2 are really driving the performance when focusing on companies that score well on the Environment Pillar.  
Perhaps not a primary investment decision but helpful to consider. 
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Brinson using Entelligent T Risk Quartiles

• Positive allocation and selection effects identified using Entelligent’s transition risk score (T-Risk)

• Underweighting T-Risk Laggards helped achieve almost 160 bps in Allocation Effect over 6 years. 
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Brinson Attribution Takeaways
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• We’ve continued with the Composite scoring example to highlight how you can potentially take best of breed from 3rd 
party ratings to use in more meaningful attribution analysis.

• Focusing on Overall Score hits on broader ESG categories and can potentially show that performance can be achieved 
by focusing on better performing securities as calculated by a composite score. Mixed results in our example.

• Further granularity can also help if a portfolio has environmental characteristics or objectives as a focus as in an Article 
8/9 fund. Using Environmental Pillar Scoring can potentially show how this helped or hurt relative to a benchmark.

• Our 3rd example focuses on climate analytics using Entelligent’s T Risk Carbon Adjusted Quartile scores to show which 
companies are better positioned for transition.  These scores have proven to show that better performers can actually 
outperform from a financial performance perspective and can be another approach for a Brinson attribution.

• The point is to show several examples of how 3rd party data can be used with a traditional Brinson model. In 
these examples better “ESG” performance has aligned to better financial performance however this will not 
always be the case. It’s more about finding the right approach to helping measure investment decisions. 



Carbon Emission Attribution
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• The model below is 1) Point in time 2) Decomposes Carbon Emissions not financial performance

• This approach can help manage positioning and sector allocations, but it is more than likely used in conjunction with traditional attribution analysis

• Benefits can include the following:

– Understanding overall levels of emissions at the total and sector levels.

– Providing additional information on sector positioning.

– A tool to pick better performing companies from an emissions perspective within higher emitting sectors.

– Using trend analysis, understanding if companies are reducing emissions as they market net zero initiatives.



Reporting Use Cases – Alpha Generation



Using Climate Risk Analytics in Combination with Traditional Factors

Performance by FactorCarbon Adj T-Risk Cumulative Weighted Active Return
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ESG Revenues as a source of Alpha?
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• Empirical Research Partners leveraged 
FactSet’s ESG Thematics data to test the 
performance of companies with revenue 
generated from positive ESG business 
activities.

• Takeaways

– High ESG Revenue Share companies 
have low correlation to ESG fund 
ownership 

– Dirtiest sectors offer opportunities with 
companies that are transitioning and 
have exposure to ESG Related Revs

– ESG Related Revs still very small (1%) 
of Total Market Revs 

– Companies with ESG Related Revs have 
outperformed large cap market (Exh. 26)

– Companies with ESG Related Revs 
underperform multi factor ESG Models 
as fundamentals are critical (Exh. 32)



Reporting Use Cases – Regulatory Reporting



SFDR Entity and Product Sustainability Disclosures: Overview

Three basic report categories

Essentially all EU financial services clients require one or more categories of the below reports

Entity Level Sustainability Disclosure 
Statement:

• By June 30, 2023, all EU financial 
market participants must publish on 
their website an entity-level annual 
Principal Adverse Sustainability 
Indicators Statement 

• “PASI Statement” template is Annex 1 
of the SFDR regulatory technical 
standards

• Exception: firms with fewer than 500 
employees have the option to publish a 
website explanation for non-
compliance

Financial Product Sustainability 
Disclosures:

• Commencing January 1, 2023, 
manufacturers of Article 8 and 9 
products must publish new templated 
sustainability disclosures for such 
products:

– Pre-contractual = prospectus or 
equivalent document (Annexes 2 and 
3, for Art 8/9, respectively)

– Periodic = annual report or 
equivalent document (Annexes 4 and 
5, for Art 8/9, respectively)

– Website

Industry-standard ESG data exchange 
template:

• Financial product manufacturers, that 
seek broad product distribution, 
produce and disseminate the European 
ESG Template (EET), which contains 
product sustainability data in 
standardized format (up to 580 fields) 
that intermediaries require 

• Without this data, intermediaries 
cannot advise on or sell such products 

• EET went “live” Aug 2022; ongoing 
updates to template
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Annex 1
PASI Statement

Quantitative “negative 
externality” exposures

Both Entity or Product 
Level

Qualitative Actions Taken 
to Share Engagement 

Practices, Exclusions, or 
Proxy Voting



Annexes 2 & 3 
Pre-contractual Disclosures

Prospectus Sustainability 
Disclosures for 

Article 8 (light green) & 

Article 9 (dark green) 

Financial Products

Primarily Narrative Disclosures

No hard analytics required as 
disclosures are minimum 

sustainability targets



Annexes 4 & 5 
Periodic Disclosures

Annual Report Sustainability 
Disclosures for 

Article 8 (light green) & 

Article 9 (dark green) 

Financial Products

Combine Proprietary Narrative 
Disclosures and Quantitative 

Sustainability Disclosures

Incorporate Multiple Data Sources

  

Use Proprietary Calculations
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